Challenge

At the time of the merger announcement, Alvaria (formerly Aspect Software and Noble Systems), a world leader in enterprise-scale customer experience (CX) and workforce engagement management (WEM) solutions, had two websites on different platforms and a small new microsite serving as the starting point for the new company’s central site. The Alvaria web team was challenged to get a comprehensive new site to replace both the legacy sites fully built out in just four months following the merger announcement. The new seven language version site plan included new design and content elements plus an opportunity to pull the legacy company blogs off separate platforms into the website structure.

Prior to the merger, the Alvaria web team had been exploring possible alternative CMS platforms due to the expense and content management challenges with their current platform. The need for a completely new site due to the company name change accelerated the evaluation process and the decision was made to move to Progress® Sitefinity®. Sitefinity was the best solution based on cost, ease of use, capabilities and speed of execution.

Solution

On an extremely tight timeline to launch a new site with comprehensive information about the new company and its full solution set, the Alvaria implementation set a record for Progress as it was up and running in just eight weeks from the time the CMS instance was installed. The website provided a refreshed design with a more contemporary look and feel, interactive content and integrated the blog content into the website, which was very important, both from an SEO and user experience perspective.

Part of the reason the site development progressed so quickly was the assistance of the Progress Professional Services team, who established the base site infrastructure and developed key content elements. Additionally, the intuitive nature of the Sitefinity platform allowed the Alvaria development team to get up to speed quickly. Beth Zindel, Director – Digital Marketing, Alvaria explains, “The ability to very quickly localize and maintain multi-language versions of the website was huge. That was one of the things that we liked about Sitefinity and it was a key driver for us. We couldn’t move to another platform that didn’t have that sort of very robust multilingual support. Sitefinity was a lot more cost effective than other tools, and it had all the capabilities we needed.”
“One of the things we really like about Sitefinity is how easy it is for non-developers and non-coders to use the site. I find things I used to have to go to our developers for are things I can now take on myself using the layout grids and the content tools. The content layout is easy to use and we’ve been able to expand the number of people who help with the website with minimal instruction.”

Stephanie Wink
Manager – Web Production Services, Alvaria

Results

Thus far, Alvaria has seen significant cost savings (it has saved roughly half the cost of the prior platform) along with significantly reduced training time—less than half the time to get new content editors up and running compared to its previous CMS.

Additionally, having the blog as part of the website itself has improved the search and content experience for users and improved SEO as the website now benefits from the activity the blog drives. Using Accelerate Mobile Pages (AMP) with Sitefinity to maintain mobile-friendly layouts that create a consistent mobile Web experience has also improved mobile performance (which also helps SEO). With the core site now in place, Alvaria is set to explore how to use additional capabilities like workflows and the Sitefinity Dashboard to optimize the content management process and site performance.

About Alvaria, Inc.:
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